10 Things Designers Do That Piss Off Developers (and vice versa)
PLEASED TO MEET YOU
Thinks purple is sexy
Reads books about leading and tracking
Adores grid systems
Has 5,643 fonts installed and still can’t find one perfect for her project

MINDY WAGNER
(designer)
Hi.

- wrote first computer program at age 6
- fluent in BASH, git, JSON, ReST & AJAX
- 3 level 70s
- cuts own hair

[David]
Hi.

_ does not conform to societal norms re: fighting w/ pregnant women

[David]
QUICK - PICK A SIDE
READY, SET, BLAME.
Designers break functionality in the name of "attractiveness"
Workshop Registration

Register now while seats are available!

- Name * 
- Title 
- First 
- Last 
- Suffix 
- Address *
- Street Address 
- Address Line 2 
- City 
- State / Province / Region 
- Postal / Zip Code 
- Country 
- Email *
- Phone Number * - (###) - ### - ####

- Lunch

At noon, we will break for a one hour lunch.
- Please select a meal preference.
  - Lemon Chicken 
  - Submit 
- Do Not Fill This Out 

Fig. 1: Before
Workshop Registration
Register now while seats are available!

Name *
Title | First | Last | Suffix

Address *
Street Address
Address Line 2
City | State / Province / Region
Postal / Zip Code | Country

Email *

Phone Number *
(###) ###-####

Lunch
At noon, we will break for a one hour lunch.

Please select a meal preference.
Lemon Chicken

Submit
<% form_for @registration do |f| %>
  ... form fields ...
<% end %>

Fig. 3: Before (Rails)
<form action="register.php" method="POST">
  ... form fields ...
</form>

Fig. 4: Before (PHP)
Fig. 5: just wtf
jQuery:
enough rope for your designer to string you up
DEVELOPERS USE CRAP MARKUP
TABLES
SRSLY, WHY?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></th>
<th><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="blank.gif" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content goes here.
We’re a team of nearly 40 passionate, talented, dedicated folks who love working together and with our clients to plan, design, build, and launch web & mobile products that transform businesses and industries.

When brothers Brian Williams and Andy Rankin joined their dad to establish Viget Labs in 1999, the Internet was changing everything, and we were determined to lead that change.

Innovation is the norm; quality is valued over growth; clients are respected (and are expected to reciprocate); integrity and authenticity are required; hard work and commitment is rewarded; measurable results matter most; and staffers feel like family (and they actually love coming to work).

So, they did.

After nearly a decade of success, we’re pumped to be continuing our organic growth in our Falls Church, VA, headquarters, and Durham, NC, office.
Embrace Markup Standards
LOTS OF BENEFITS

➡ More accessible across devices
➡ Maintain/redesign more efficiently
➡ Improve SEO with semantic code
➡ Faster load time
DEVELOPERS
TECHNOLOGY-HOP
CVS ➔ SVN ➔ GIT ➔ BAZAAR
DESIGNERS != TEST SUBJECTS
INVITE-ONLY BETA - BUT SOOOOOO COOL. MUST USE.
## SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

The School of Art and Design is more than just an exceptional art and design school. Because it is a professional school within a major university, our students share in an environment that offers a wealth of academic resources and endless opportunities and activities.

As an undergraduate student in the School of Art and Design, you will be actively involved in mastering your chosen studio discipline and will receive a liberal education that we believe is integral to your development as an artist or designer. We strongly stress creativity, imagination, and experimental approaches to your art, as well as the importance of drawing. Faculty, visiting artists, and students will provide you with constructive feedback on your work. We offer:

- Sixteen art and design majors to choose from
- Curricula that allow for academic electives chosen from any area of the University
- Excellent facilities
- Dedicated faculty who are active artists and designers in their respective fields and a strong visiting artists program
- Opportunities for internships as well as study abroad experiences in Florence, Italy, and London, England
- A 100-plus-year tradition of excellence

If you are passionate about art and design and committed to exploring your creative voice, the School
D.V.C.S.
[designer version control system]
D.V.C.S.
[committing]
D.V.C.S.
[branching]
D.V.C.S.

[tagging]
O HAI

I CHANGED THE SPEC
designers use their control over the site’s visuals to change functionality.
Election! You’re invited to an election-themed event! Join us in the upcoming Digg Townhall.

Solution left? Earlier, a group of British politicians were grilling - the notion that to save the planet from most cats by firing fine dust into the atmosphere, or perhaps even by launching clouds of...
"Buzzworthy"

olution left?

ear, a group of British politicians were grilling - the notion that to save the planet from mostat by firing fine dust into the , or perhaps even by launching clouds o More...
true story
Website: http://www.rbcccenter.com/default.asp
Category: Family
Website: http://www.rbccenter.com/default.asp
Category: Family
DEVELOPERS
CHANGE STUFF WHEN IMPLEMENTING
DON'T IGNORE DETAILS
Today at SOE:

- 09.26 Robert Lowell Lecture Series Presents Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet Jeff Thomas... [more]
- 09.26 SOE and the Newhouse School present "A Nation's Diversity: A Jewish Family Album", Eggers Hall, 8pm... [more]
- 09.26 The NYC Diversity Summit will feature presentations by renowned SU School of Ed faculty members... [more]
- 09.26 The NYC Diversity Summit will feature presentations by renowned SU School of Ed faculty members... [more]

Centennial Celebration:
Explore our year long Centennial Celebration of events.

Quick Search
Search faculty by name

Faculty | Site
Today at SOE:

09.26 Robert Lowell Lecture Series Presents Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet Jeff Thomas... [more]

09.26 SOE and the Newhouse School present "A Nation's Diversity: A Jewish Family Album", Eggers Hall, 8pm... [more]
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09.26 The NYC Diversity Summit will feature presentations by renowned SU School of Ed faculty members... [more]

Centennial Celebration:
Explore our year long Centennial Celebration of events.
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faculty | site

Recent News & Events

SOE's Bellini and Taylor to receive awards from CNY rehabilitation counselors group... [more]

Teacher Recruitment Days, April 23 and April 24, 2009 - Registration begins February 16, 2009 ... [more]

Sari Biklen to receive Chancellor's Citation for Faculty Excellence and Scholarly Distinction, Feb. 12... [more]

SU STEP program team wins 2009 Regional Science Bowl... [more]

TEACH Grants up to $4,000 now available

Calendar of Events 08-09

Distinguishing Accomplishments

Saqourner Storytelling Conference Feb. 26

Are you interested in Graduate Study?

Quick Search

Site Search

[go]

[site] faculty
Building the premier organization to advance civic, economic, and social participation of persons with disabilities in a global society.

BBI's areas of focus include:

- Research, Education, Training
- Policy, Technical Assistance
- Outreach, Fundraising

Our Mission

BBI's mission is to create a collaborative environment—with entrepreneurial innovation and best business practices—to foster public-private dialogue. We will create the capacity to transform policy, systems, and people through inclusive education, the workforce, and communities.

News and Events / Archive

7.28.06 Blanck to lecture at Beit Issie Shapiro's International Conference on Developmental Disabilities in Tel Aviv


7.8.06 SU to go to work to help disabled (Syracuse Post-Standard)

Recent Publications / Full List

Blanck co-authors Disability Claims, Review, Hearings and Appeals Procedures: An Analysis of Administrative Best Practices... more

Blanck article published in the Syracuse Law Review... more

Disability Civil Rights Law & Policy Casebook available... more

Of Interest

Who was Burton Blatt?
Learn more about a pioneer in humanizing services for people with mental retardation.

Burton Blatt Legacy Projects
This should be text explaining at a high level what a "legacy project" actually is.

BBI's Leadership Team
- Peter Blanck, Chair
- Brian McLane, Exec. Director
- Additional Leadership
- Staff

Copyright 2006 Burton Blatt Institute, Syracuse University

Accessibility Statement | 508 | WAI | HTML | CSS
Building the premier organization to advance civic, economic and social participation of persons with disabilities in a global society.

BBI's areas of focus include:
- Research, Education, Training
- Policy, Technical Assistance
- Outreach, Fundraising

Our Mission

BBI's mission is to create a collaborative environment - with entrepreneurial innovation and best business practices - to foster public-private dialogue. We will create the capacity to transform policy, systems, and people through inclusive education, the workforce, and communities.

Upcoming Events / Archives

**February 28, 2009**
William Myhill to present on the "Alarming Disregard" panel at the 4th Annual Symposium of the Communications Law &amp; Policy Society, titled "Memo to President Obama: Communication Policy in the New Administration," discussing emergency preparedness for people with disabilities.
For more information, email: Ms. Erin Lawless, Symposium Chair.

**March 10, 2009**
11 a.m. - 12 Noon ET
- Online: OPEN to the public

**March 30 - April 1, 2009**

BBI Spotlight / Projects

- **BBI Invited to Advise Obama Administration**
  - [BBI Obama Transition Policy Recommendations](Press Release)

- **BBI and Whitman School of Management collaborate on delivering a new Kauffman-funded course: "Inclusive Entrepreneurship"**

- **BBI creates public learning campaign to challenge perceptions toward individuals with disabilities**
  - [Press Release](Press Release)

- **BBI awarded $4.7 million for Disability Learning Consortium**
  - [Press Release](Press Release)

Of Interest

- **Who was Burton Blatt?**
  Learn more about a pioneer in humanizing services for people with mental retardation

- **Burton Blatt Archives**
  Complete professional papers of Burton Blatt available from SU archives

- **Burton Blatt Legacy Projects**
  To stimulate innovative thinking, research, design, entrepreneurship, and community development addressing disability

- **BBI's Leadership Team**
  Bringing together internationally recognized figures in the fields of law, health policy and disability policy
- Peter Blanck, Chairman
News and Events / Archive
7.28.06 Blanck to lecture at Beit Issie Shapiro’s International Conference on Developmental Disabilities in Tel Aviv
7.8.06 SU to go to work to help disabled (Syracuse Post-Standard)

Recent Publications / Full List
Blanck co-authors Disability Claims, Review, Hearings and Appeals Procedures: An Analysis of Administrative Best Practices... more
Blanck article published in the Syracuse

Upcoming Events / Archives

February 28, 2009
William Myhill to present on the “Alarming Disregard” panel at the 4th Annual Symposium of the Communications Law & Policy Society, titled “Memo to President Obama: Communication Policy in the New Administration,” discussing emergency preparedness for people with disabilities.
For more information, email: Ms. Erin Lawless, Symposium Chair

March 10, 2009
11 a.m. - 12 Noon ET
Webcast: Retaining or Engaging Employees?
Part II in Webcast Series: Maximizing Human Capital: Employees with Disabilities.
• Online: OPEN to the public

March 30-April 1, 2009
Michal Soffer, BBI Research Associate, to present "Reflections on Rehabilitation: A Study of Re-Entry of Women Prisoners to the Community" at Family Symposium: Building Safe, Human and Responsive Communities for Children & Families - Greenville, SC

BBI Spotlight / Projects

BBI Invited to Advise Obama Administration
• BBI Obama Transition Policy Recommendations | Press Release

BBI and Whitman School of Management collaborate on delivering a new Kauffman-funded course: "Inclusive Entrepreneurship"

BBI creates public learning campaign to challenge perceptions toward individuals with disabilities
• Press Release

BBI awarded $4.7 million for Disability Learning Consortium
• Press Release

BBI Awarded Research Contract to Study Tax Policy and Reimbursement for Personal Assistance Services

More BBI Spotlight >>
Can you animate borders with jQuery? Is there a plugin available?

I need to animate a border in jQuery. More specifically, the color of the border. I’d prefer to not resort to a 1px high div background colour animating or the like. Thank you

asked 2 days ago
alex
1,592 ● 1 ● 13

Endless background-color animation in jQuery, how?

Hi, I'm working on a web form where I wish to (after form submission) highlight those input fields that weren't entered correctly. The highlight effect I wish to create is an endi ...

asked Feb 22 at 5:11
LED-Z14
63 ● 4

Turn unordered list to a table with jQuery

Hi, I like to get an <ul><li> and make it a nice table I will style with CSS. I like the transformation to be made with jQuery * Place Name | Earning | 1 | Paul | 2005 | 2 ...

asked yesterday
Marc-Andre Menard
27 ● 5

How to make a a:hover gradually have other colour

Hi, My menu has the colour #000669, when hover I want it to gradually go over to the colour #4756E9. Is that possible? ...

asked Feb 2 at 15:28
asvela
67 ● 8

Spinning javascript menu

I would like to create a spinning menu akin to the one done in flash here. Are there any relevant links you know about to help with this endeavor? ...

17 views

Related Tags
- javascript x 821
- html x 137
- css x 84
- asp.net x 159
- php x 55
- json x 52
- javascript-plugins x 38
- web-development x 38

Amusing Animations, Rich and responsive UIs. Easy JavaScript Manipulation. It’s all possible with jQuery and Telerik RadControls. Learn how the industry leading UI controls leverage the power of the jQuery library.
stay in your cave
designers are the ones in front of the clients, making impossible promises
Developers can bring:

- technological suggestions

- feasibility

- more technically-oriented feature ideas
DEVELOPERS
SAY NO TOO FAST
USUALLY, WITH GOOD INTENTIONS

➡️ Looking to mitigate risk
➡️ Avoid scope creep
➡️ Hesitant to say yes to something vague and undefined
NOT LISTENING
YOU’RE THE GATEKEEPER
quit buggin me
almost level 68.

COMMUNICATE WITH US
DON'T BE NICK
BE MACGYVER
SOLUTIONS
give it away now
designers are much less inclined to do work without a payoff
DEVELOPERS LOVE OPEN SOURCE TOO MUCH
this is a business

not a
science project

© Hugh
LESS $,
MORE RESOURCES

➡ Smart developers to implement and maintain it
➡ Lots of time to learn it, customize it
➡ No ready-made manuals, guides, training
FUNCTIONALITY

BELLS AND WHISTLES
FRUSTRATES...EVERYONE
(you included)
DEVELOPERS
OVERLOOK SIMPLE
SOLUTIONS
?#@&% DESIGNER!
TALK TO US
Sometimes, it’s something that isn’t that important. Might not be worth the time and effort.

Sometimes I have a suggestion that will avoid crazy extra work.

Sometimes the complex solution is the right one. At least you’ll know it’s worth the work.
Designers are afraid of their computers.
Update documentation to explain the new Fabricate feature.
dce@roflanagan ~/Projects/5songs[blueprint*] > gs
# On branch blueprint
# Changed but not updated:
# (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed)
# (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working directory)
modified:  app/views/layouts/application.erb
modified:  app/views/mixes/index.html.erb
modified:  app/views/tracks/index.html.erb
modified:  app/views/users/show.html.erb

# Untracked files:
# (use "git add <file>..." to include in what will be committed)
public/stylesheets/5songs.css
public/stylesheets/io.css
public/stylesheets/print.css
public/stylesheets/screen.css
public/stylesheets/src/

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a")
dce@roflanagan ~/Projects/5songs[blueprint*] >
Terminal — mysql — 68x22

dce@roflanagan ~/Projects/5songs[blueprint*] > gs
# On branch blueprint
# Changed but not updated:
# (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed)
# (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working directory)

- modified: app/views/layouts/application.erb
- modified: app/views/mixes/index.html.erb
- modified: app/views/tracks/index.html.erb
- modified: app/views/users/show.html.erb

# Untracked files:
# (use "git add <file>..." to include in what will be committed)

- public/stylesheets/5songs.css
- public/stylesheets/1o.css
- public/stylesheets/print.css
- public/stylesheets/screen.css
- public/stylesheets/src/

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a")
dce@roflanagan ~/Projects/5songs[blueprint*] >
you use a computer all day, so why not use it well?

the command line is your friend

we love to help, provided we like the platform
designers take a long view
DEVELOPERS
FORGET TO ASK
FILL GAPS

➡ Would rather plow ahead with assumptions than stop and ask

➡ Get frustrated when we tweak the solution they came up with

➡ Communication would save time and headaches
ASSUME NOTHING
ASK QUESTIONS
DEVELOPERS THINK THEY ARE THE TARGET USER
FORGET “AVERAGE”

➡ Push for bells and whistles an average user would never request
➡ Put this extra functionality ahead of usability
➡ Don’t tailor things (ie: error messages) for non-tech people
EMPATHY
they're full of shit
Height and width of the Parthenon is proportioned to yield a Golden Rectangle.

Leonardo Da Vinci studied the proportion of the human face and applied his findings in the Mona Lisa painting.

**geometry**
Book format and page layout are based on the Golden Proportion.

The diameter of the Nautilus Shell increases proportionally with the Golden Ratio.
astronomy
B. The Brand Identity is Dimensionalized through Motion

“dimensionalization”
but in the end
they don't test in IE
A version of this page you were editing at Nov 10, 2008 11:51 was not saved. The page has since been updated. Your changes will be merged with the latest version. Do you want to merge and resume editing or discard it?
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Unplanned obsolescence

1746 licorice twists

Obsolescence

Did you just buy a computer, only to have them introduce a far more powerful model within months – someone else sell it for a lower price?

Better... ever have it not happen?

It's a two-edged sword that way

No, it's not an attempt to promote piracy. It's the nature of the industry.

Moore's Law (comparing the capacity of integrated circuits) will double every two years. It's not a perfect predictor of change – sometimes things move a bit faster, sometimes slower.

What was the space occupied by 256 KB of memory? It would be able to hold 512 KB in two years...

Your iPhone can do much more

Low End Mac Reader Specials

legal song downlo
Was ist ein Wiki?


Mit der Anderbarkeit der einzelnen Seiten durch jedermann wird eine unkomplizierte und zugrundes eine öffentliche Idee des World Wide Web realisiert.
http-equiv X-UA-Compatible content IE=8

What? So this is really making waves. Microsoft announces an HTML extension which will enable a new standards layout mode in IE8. Oh, you can also do it at the server side since it’s an http-equivalent meta tag.

A new layout mode, huh? That was my initial reaction. “Huh”. I don’t know what that means. And I think anyone who claims to know immediately is full of it. I rant and rave about the new questions this raises.

Read Full Article

89 days ago in Web Development (filed under Browsers, Microsoft)

------

Switching from Windows to a Mac:
Initial Impressions

I got my Mac. In fact I got two. First of many, hopefully articles on my migration and impressions. So far so good.
<!--[if !IE]><!-->
   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen, projection" href="screen.css" />
<!--<![endif]-->

<!--[if gte IE 7]>
   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen, projection" href="screen.css" />
<![endif]-->
DEVELOPERS
DON'T TEST IN IE
Call for questions for Digg Townhall!
Submit & Digg the questions you want to see answered in the upcoming Digg Townhall.

Microsoft suit over FAT patents could open OSS Pandora's Box
arstechnica.com — Microsoft has filed a patent infringement lawsuit against TomTom alleging that the device maker's products, including some that are Linux-based, infringe on patents related to Microsoft's FAT 32 filesystem. This marks the first time that Microsoft has enforced its FAT patents against the Linux platform, a move that some free software advocates have... More... (Linux/Unix)

Linux : The Windows V Linux Server Face Off. MS is Suffering
infoworld.com — Linux certainly has established itself as a prominent server OS these days pushing Unix into the background. But the open source OS shares the stage with commercial software giant Microsoft which remains a dominant player with windows server. Or does it?... More... (Linux/Unix)

Fedora 10 regains Linux fans
blogs.computerworld.com — Red Hat's Fedora is regaining its reputation as being a top Linux distribution. Here's how it happened... More... (Linux/Unix)

Got Digg Swag?
We've given our Digg shop a facelift and added cool new items for you to show your Digg pride.
TAKE A “FIGURE IT OUT LATER” APPROACH
An error has occurred in the script on this page.

Line: 93
Char: 1
Error: Access is denied.
Code: 0
URL: res://C:\WINDOWS\System32\shdocvlc.dll/preview.dlg

Do you want to continue running scripts on this page?

Yes  No
DEVELOPERS THINK EVERYONE CAN DESIGN
They even build software to help them do it.
“IF I HAD TIME...”
wobble!

Start wobbling in 3 easy steps...

1. Select or take a photo
2. Grab the wobbly bits
3. Save and share!

Position & size wobble regions like these on any part of a photo. Shake iPhone or Touch. Watch those parts of the photo bounce in realistic 3D!
SO WHAT IS DESIGN?

➡ Solving problems
➡ Adding form to function
➡ Communicating ideas
➡ Evoking emotions
➡ And yeah, making it pretty to look at.
FeedStitch lets you pull data feeds from all over the web and stitch them together into a single feed. Sure, we can do HTML and RSS, but we also speak XML and JSON so you can republish the data however you want on your site. Check out the 5-minute intro and get started!

anonymous created test 1.
1 day ago

n3bulous created Not Just Ruby.
6 days ago

talbs created Viget Blogs.
6 days ago

mcornick created ME ME ME.
6 days ago

anonymous created Viget Twitter.
6 days ago

maddox created gist: 69673
from maddox

Why Social Networks Are Goo...
from Top Blogs for Startups

Bald Bobke
from cycling
Sometimes our data on the internet feels like a jumble of loosely related connections & strands.

With FeedStitch, now it’s super easy to grab all your related feeds and give them a common purpose.

Use your new feed anywhere. Go ahead, reclaim your data.

The Ten Latest Stitches

- FunkyFranzie just stitched together twelve feeds to create 80's Hair Bands.
- JohnnyFresh just stitched together 60 feeds to create Hangover Helpers.
- 2toneBlimp just stitched together sixteen feeds to create Flight of the Sardine.

Take many data feeds and make them one.

It's easy, for real. FeedStitch give you the power to pull data feeds from all over the web & then stitch them together into a single feed of awesome power & limitless possibilities.
it doesn't matter
WM LOOKING FOR AN HONEST WOMEN. IM TELING YOU ITS PRETTY HARD TO FIND. IM 6FT.1 200LBS IN SHAPE ON TIME CHARMING SMART AND GOOD LOOKING. AM I IN THE GAME OF LOVE? I WAS OUT THE OTHER NIGHT, TALKING TO SEVERAL WOMEN AND THEY WERE ALL ATTACHED MARRIED, BOYFRIEND AND THEY STILL WANTED TO FOOL AROUND. I DONT PLAY THAT. SO ANYWAY IM LOOKING FOR SOMEONE GOOD AND SINGLE. NOT KINDA PROFESSIONAL GOODLOOKING KIDS OK. GOT TO HAVE THAT SPARK. D AND D FREE. I SMOKE DRINK ABOUT ONCE A WEEK. I WORK HARD TO LIVE GOOD. IT WOULD BE FUN TO HAVE SOMEONE TO ENJOY LIFE WITH THAT IS SELF DRIVEN AND HAS CHARACTOR. THANKS SO MUCH FOR TAKING A LOOK. YOUR PIC GETS MINE.

- Location: FAYETTEVILLE
- it's NOT ok to contact this poster with services or other commercial interests

PostingID: 1049661852
71don newgla$$ow Nova Scotia singles, newgla$$ow Nova Scotia women

Last 10 people to check their mail, within 50 miles of 71don

digital8
Age: 39
Dating

lltawa
Age: 38
Friends

But Stil
Age: 43
Dating

dipdoey
Age: 42
Hang Out

james2bo
Age: 40
Dating

Over 10 million singles here, Find your match now!

71don: No head games

City: newgla$$ow Nova Scotia
Sign: Aquarius
Height: 5' 7" (170 cm)
Age: 38 year old Man
Ethnicity: Caucasian with Brown hair

Smoker?: No
Body Type: Average
Religion: Catholic
Rate My Picture: No
Chemistry: View

100% Free
2 Million Visitors/Day
8 Million Messages/Day
Free Relationship Tests
JOIN NOW!!!
BAD DESIGN
WHERE'S THE LOVE?
COME WITH PROBLEMS, NOT SOLUTIONS.
SHOW EACH OTHER WHY AND HOW.
SOME TENSION IS HEALTHY.
TRY UNDERSTANDING.
GO TO REFRESH
http://speakerrate.com/talks/280